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Version 7.8 is a major release of Websense Data Security offering several powerful 
new features, such as:

 Integration with Microsoft FCI
 Data theft protection
 Discovery enhancements
 New incident management options
 Extended web DLP support
 New endpoint configuration options
 Mobile agent enhancements
 Updated operating system, database, and browser support
 Improved Performance
 Policy and classifier enhancements
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What’s new in v7.8

Integration with Microsoft FCI

With Data Security v7.8, you can map your discovery policies to your Microsoft File 
Classification Infrastructure (FCI) rules. Scanning is done on the Microsoft File 
Server Resource Manager (FSRM). When initiated, Data Security compares your 
content with the discovery policies. When a match is detected, it applies the FCI rule 
to the data.

Data Security increases the accuracy of content classification. You can tag files on 
your servers and leverage Data Security’s FCI capabilities to remediate or take actions 
to comply with regulations.

To integrate Data Security with Microsoft FCI, you must install one or more Data 
Security FCI agents on the machine that is acting as your file server. This machine 
must be running Windows Server 2012 and have File Server Resource Manager 
(FSRM) enabled.

For more information about how to install and configure FCI agent, visit the 
Deployment and Installation Center.

Data theft protection

A new malware policy identifies traffic that is thought to be malware "phoning home" 
or attempting to steal data. The policy can detect when malware in your network is 
attempting to send your data over the internet or make contact with a malicious server 
in preparation for data theft activity.

Detection is based on the analysis of traffic patterns from known infected machines. 
You must subscribe to Web Security Gateway to use this feature.

Discovery enhancements

Support for Exchange 2013

Discovery is now supported on Microsoft Exchange 2013.

Support for Sharepoint 2013

Fingerprinting and discovery can now be performed on Sharepoint 2013.

Test connection to Exchange server

A new tool has been added to the Exchange Discovery task wizard to test Data 
Security’s connection to your Exchange server. 
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To create an Exchange task, navigate to Main > Policy Mangement > Discovery 
Policies > Network Discovery tasks, click New, and select Exchange tasks. The Test 
connection tool is located on the second page of the Exchange Discovery task wizard. 
You must first specify your Exchange server(s) and enter credentials.

New incident management options

New incident status options

Two new incident statuses are available to choose from: False Positive and 
Escalated. “False Positive” refers to an incident that an administrator identified as a 
false positive or unintended match, while “Escalated” signifies that the incident was 
escalated to a manager or other person. To change an incident status:

1. Select the incident.

2. From the toolbar, select Workflow > Change Status.

3. Select a new status from the menu.

The incident status automatically updates to “Escalated” when the incident is 
escalated through the Data Security manager.

Delete incident records

You can now delete data-in-motion incidents from the incident list. Depending on the 
type of incident (network, mobile, or discovery), you may be able to delete selected 
incidents, the report incident, or all incidents.

Please note that the important data for deleted incidents is still visible in the audit 
report.

To delete an incident:

1. Select the incident.

2. From the toolbar, select Workflow > Delete.

Batch release incidents

You can now release multiple incidents from the incident list. To release incidents:

1. Select the incident(s).

2. From the toolbar, select Remediate > Batch Release.

The result of the action can be seen on the Audit Log screen.

Audit without forensics

A new option, Include forensics, is available when you configure an action plan that 
audits incidents. Forensics are the transaction content that resulted in the incident. In 
previous versions, forensics were automatically captured when Data Security logged 
incidents.
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This option is enabled by default, but can be disabled by creating/editing an action 
plan and deselecting Include forensics under Audit incident on the Data Loss 
Prevention tab.

Extended web DLP support

Web DLP web browser support for Windows endpoint

Data Security v7.8 now analyzes posts from the following browsers (Windows 
endpoints only):

 Internet Explorer versions 7 to 10

 Firefox versions up to version 22

 Google Chrome versions 26 to 28

Note that this destination is in addition to the Endpoint Application > Browsers 
destination which looks at the data as it is being copied, pasted, or accessed. Data 
Security can monitor these operations on most browsers, such as Internet Explorer, 
Firefox, Safari, Chrome, and Opera.

Mac endpoint Web DLP

Data Loss Prevention over the Web (HTTP/HTTPS) channel is now supported on the 
Mac endpoint. The supported browsers are the same as for Windows endpoints. Please 
see above.

New endpoint configuration options

Cloud Storage applications group

Cloud Storage has been added as a predefined endpoint applications group. The 
default applications in this group are:

 Box

 Google Drive

 SkyDrive

 Amazon Cloud Drive (Mac endpoint only)

 Dropbox (Moved from the FTP group)

New Mac endpoint applications

The following applications are now predefined and supported for Mac endpoint:

 Google Talk

 Lotus Notes

 Yahoo! Messenger
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 MSN messenger (live)

 MS Office Communicator (meaning Microsoft Lync)

 Adobe Reader

 ICQ

 AIM (meaning AOL Instant Messenger)

 Cute FTP Home 8.2

 WinZip

 WinRar

New Windows endpoint applications

The following application is now predefined and supported for Windows endpoint:

 Transmission

Configure endpoint bypass message

The message that displays when an end user attempts to disable the endpoint 
(endpoint bypass) is now configurable. Information on how to customize data 
endpoint messages can be found here.

CD/DVD write blocking enhancements

Data Security can now monitor unencrypted data being copied using non-native 
Windows CD/DVD burner applications, but only blocks or permits operations without 
performing content classification.

Non-native CD/DVD burner applications applies to CD, DVD, and Blue-ray read-
write devices on Windows 7 and Windows 8 endpoints. We continue to protect data 
being copied using native Windows CD/DVD burner applications.

Linux endpoint does not support CD/DVD burners.

Monitoring Android devices as removable media

Data Endpoint can now enforce your policies on data being transferred to mobile 
devices through Windows Portable Devices (WPD) protocol. This feature is supported 
for Android devices connected to Windows 7 endpoints.

Mobile agent enhancements

Scalability enhancements

Performance of the mobile agent has been improved significantly to allow many more 
concurrent connections than previous releases.
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Support for Exchange 2013

The mobile agent now supports Exchange 2013.

Email search scanning

When mobile device users search their mailbox, the mobile agent compares the 
messages to their DLP policies and blocks matches from displaying to protect 
sensitive data from being accessed on mobile devices.

Updated operating system, database, and browser support

Windows Server 2012 Standard Edition support

Windows Server 2012 Standard Edition is now a supported operating system for the 
TRITON management server, the Data Security Management Server, and the 
secondary Data Security server.

SQL Server 2012 support

SQL Server 2012 is now supported on the TRITON/Data Security management 
server.

Endpoint operating system support

The Data Endpoint client is now supported on Windows Server 2012 Standard Edition 
and Windows 8.

Data Security manager browser support

The Data Security manager now supports the following browsers:

 Microsoft Internet Explorer 8 (non-compatibility mode)

 Microsoft Internet Explorer 9

 Microsoft Internet Explorer 10 (desktop interface only)

 Mozilla Firefox versions 4.4 and above

 Chrome 13 and above

Improved Performance

Dictionary data structure and script execution were modified to significantly increase 
analysis performance.
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Policy and classifier enhancements

Websense updates the predefined policies (adding policies or changing existing ones) 
on a regular basis. Websense also updates the predefined content classifiers it 
supports. Data Security v7.8 includes the following improvements:

 New Policies

 Cyber Bullying and Self- Destructive Patterns 

Policy for the detection of expressions that are indicative of cyber bullying or 
self-destructive patterns. This policy functions on the web channel (HTTP/
HTTPS) only. 

 Singapore PDPA

Policy that detects violations of the Singapore Personal Data Protection Act of 
2012.

 Smart Power Grids/SCADA

Policy for promoting protection of sensitive information pertaining to smart 
power grids and supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) 
swystems. 

 Malware communication detection/Malware communication (Web DLP)

Policies that identify traffic that is thought to be malware “phoning home” or 
attempting to steal data. Only applies when Web Security Gateway is also 
installed.

 Metadata keywords detection

Policy for detection of keywords in metadata. The rules of the policy use 
script classifiers that you can modify to insert keywords.

 New Classifiers

 Aadhaar Number

 Adult (Russian)

 Biometric Information support terms in English and Hindi

 CAD igs text format

 CAD stl text format

 CAD stp text format

 CAD x_t text format

 Chinese Credit Cards (Default)

 Chinese Credit Cards (Narrow)

 Chinese Credit Cards (Wide)

 Common Diseases (Hindi)

 Computer Hacking (Russian)

 Confidential (Russian)

 Confidential Header\Footer with Expiration Date

 Credit Cards: RuPay
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 Date Of Birth without support term

 Finance (Russian)

 Gambling (Russian)

 Hate Speech/Offensive (Russian)

 Health (Russian)

 Illegal & Controlled Drugs (Russian)

 Indian Names (Default)

 Indian Names (Narrow)

 Indian Names (Wide)

 Job Search (Russian)

 JT Assembly File 

 Link Library Format 

 Malware  (Wide)

 Malware (Default)

 Malware (Narrow)

 Malware (Strict)

 Medical form

 Microsoft Excel 2003 XML Files

 Microsoft Word 2003 XML Files

 Nero Encrypted File

 PRO/Engineer Format (.asm) 

 PRO/Engineer Format (.drw) 

 PRO/Engineer Format (.frm) 

 PRO/Engineer Format (.prt) 

 Proprietary Header\Footer

 Proprietary Header\Footer

 Russian Passport - no terms

 Russian Passport Spreadsheet

 SCADA Terms

 Sensitive Diseases (Hindi)

 Sexual Orientation terms

 Sexual Orientation terms (Hindi)

 Singapore Addresses (Default)

 Singapore Addresses (Narrow)

 Singaporean Phone Numbers (Default)

 Singaporean Phone Numbers (Narrow)

 Social Security Numbers Terms

 STL CAD binary format 
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 Strategic Planning Terms

 Support terms for Singaporean phone numbers

 UK Bank Account Numbers

 UK Bank Account support terms

 UK Bank Sort Codes

 UK Postal Code Support Terms

 UK Postal Codes

 UK Sort Code Support Terms

 US SSN: not-masked

 Violence/Weapons (Russian)

 XML Format

A complete list of predefined policies and classifiers can be found here.

Requirements
Topic 41122 / Updated: 22-Oct-2013

Operating system requirements

The TRITON management server can be hosted on either of the following 64-bit 
Windows operating systems:

 Windows Server 2008 R2

 Windows Server 2012 Standard Edition

Please note that Adobe Shockwave Player is required to view the charts on the Data 
Security manager Today page.

For the operating system requirements of other Data Security modules see the  
Deployment and Installation Center in the Websense Technical Library, and click 
Data Security.

Hardware requirements

See the Deployment and Installation Center in the Websense Technical Library for 
Data Security hardware requirements. Requirements are listed for each Data Security 
module.

Applies To: Websense Data Security 7.8
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Backward compatibility

Endpoint

Data Security v7.8 can support older endpoint versions if you upgrade your 
management server rather than uninstall and re-install it from scratch. Version 7.7.x 
endpoints are fully compatible with the v7.8 management server. 

Older endpoints (v7.6.x and before) work with the management server, but can't 
utilize the policies from v7.8. You can operate the endpoints with the old policies, or 
you can configure them to be audited instead. To make your choice, navigate to 
Settings > General > System > Endpoint and then click the Upgrades tab. 

Installation and Upgrade
Topic 41123 / Updated: 22-Oct-2013

New installation

A complete and comprehensive guide to installing Data Security v7.8 can be found 
here: Data Security v7.8 Installation Guide

Alternatively, you can find information on installing and upgrading Data Security v7.8 
in the Deployment and Installation Center.

Upgrading Data Security

You can upgrade to Websense Data Security v7.8 directly from v7.7.x. If you have an 
earlier version, however, there are interim steps to perform. These are shown in the 
table below.

Applies To: Websense Data Security 7.8

Your current 
version

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

7.1.x Migrate to 7.6.0 Upgrade to 7.7.2 Upgrade to 7.8.0

7.5.x Upgrade to 7.6.0 Upgrade to 7.7.2 Upgrade to 7.8.0

7.6.x Upgrade to 7.7.2 Upgrade to 7.8.0 none

7.7.x Upgrade to 7.8.0 none none
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A complete and comprehensive guide to upgrading your Data Security installation can 
be found here:

 Upgrading Data Security from v7.7 to v7.8

 Upgrading Data Security from v7.6 to v7.8

 Upgrading Data Security from v7.5 to v7.8

Alternatively, you can find information on installing and upgrading Data Security v7.8 
in the Deployment and Installation Center.

Resolved and known issues
Topic 41124 / Updated: 22-Oct-2013

A list of resolved and known issues is available in the Websense Technical Library. 
You must log on to MyWebsense to view the list.

Applies To: Websense Data Security 7.8
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